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PRIMECASH
CORPORATE MOBILE BANKING
HAS NEVER BEEN SO EASY
Higher management together with their mobile accounting workforce
nowadays are often away from their desk for transactional duties. However the going concern demands that they nevertheless need to have their
fingers on the pulse of the corporate home base, know what is happening
there and move the business forward. The demand for corporate mobile
banking suddenly is picking up fast. Highly defined corporate mandate
checks attributed to the travelling mobile phone owner make transactions
secure and accountable. Pending tasks, transaction overview and approval
matrix no longer confine the management to their desks, but allow them
to be active players in modern day business. For CEOs, CFOs, Treasurers,
Head of AR and financial staff corporate banking around the clock never
has been so easy.
ff Mobile decision makers
ff Secure product

USER EXPERIENCE

ff Tailored clearances
ff Scalable functionality
ff General corporate or niche
ff Upgraded UX

Business as usual
Away from the desk or out of the office,
keep your grip on the business with information, communication and actionable
features. Secure and confidential.

Corporate mobile functionality
Populate and edit recurring bills and
airtime top-ups. Offer streamlined payments and convenience anytime and
anywhere.

Full portfolio overview
Corporate accounts, assets, liabilities
and limits at a glance with pending tasks
and information stream per clearance
level of the corporate user.

Pending task
Allow cross-selling of your own banking
products or preferred merchants to offer
categorized services and goods using
your mobile banking apps. Location services and integration of loyalty schemes
possible.

Multi-tier approval matrix
Tailor individual or joint functional maker
/ approver / releaser mandate to the par
ticular user and their mobile environment.

Adequate reporting
Allow P2P payments to mobile numbers,
email addresses with secure branch
pick-up or other options as the industry
develops.
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KEY BENEFITS
ff Approve and initiate payments, track
corporate requests and manage
accounts and corporate cards on the
road.
ff Pending tasks synched with multitiered corporate approval matrix.
ff Improved corporate liquidity and cash
flow with enhanced reporting.

ff Secure and track proven functionality
that helps cover the needs of modern
day mobile corporate decision makers.
ff The large base of feature modules
allows the bank to target either the
corporate market as a whole or go for
specific niche players by offering a
tailored solution.
ff Individual corporate user login with
detailed ID management and corporate approval matrix guarantee functionalized access to specific, cleared
transaction and information levels.

ff Real time transactions and measuring
financial position.
ff Secure and trusted product line with
full use of mobile properties such as
AR, etc.
ff Diverse functional offering allows for
general or niche corporate targeting.

ff Full financial and non-financial transaction audit trails make detailed
tracking and reconstitution of transaction flows and errors possible.
ff Individualized reporting, alerts and
notifications that are still further customizable per user who can up and
downstream a large variety of host
generated documentation (payroll,
bulk transactions …).

* Composition subject to Host infrastructure.
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